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I. First, I forgot to mention they lied about my race again on the extended citation. When I 

checked it at night; I hadn’t caught this in the 4 seconds that I had to look it over; I’m not 

White; and I’m not sure if they are citing me as White because they are unjustly racist 

toward Whites.  

II. Yesterday, I was at cited: Whole Foods in I think L.A.H; and of course “local authorities” 

won’t leave me the heck alone. Most recently according to my actual militia job; I’m not 

supposed to attend court for this extended citation for [or for any reason] for being 

deployed as homeless; of course this still falls within actual police my deployment, but not 

within “police”  

The quotes here imply false.  

 

Just this morning I was given to under my job’s order [uh, which job; the one I was born 

into] to assess “local authorities” again and of course they failed again on un-adulterated 

greed and [it] un-controlled.  

 

The situation was something like imagine people in the military have just run like a bunch of 

miles not having eaten much. You invite them for an all-day breakfast that is something like 

free; they don’t exactly pay for it; but their work generates the production and distribution 

of some food; and this breakfast was part of that some. In any case, [imagine] parting with 

the run; they showed up within the time limit: to receive something like a couple of [not full] 

but half [of a] granola bar[s]; and it hardly qualified as a breakfast.  
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   In exchange the people being assessed requested something like 500 large houses for a 

total of 10 or some equivalent number of people, only [themselves, only]; and in this 

country.  

   How did they receive this fund to distribute;  

   well they used my militia clearance without my consent in the period of my re-

enlightenment.  

   I hardly know what the [second part of the] last [sentence] means. 

   In any case: I wasn’t asked at least that part makes sense to me; and by the time I 

witnessed this almost large turned debacle; they were now undergoing a brief patrol 

assessment by me to make it to authorities; and they failed severely.  

Note here: “authorities” does not equal authorities 

[t.b.c.] 


